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  We are delighted to invite leading corporations to join us in support of the 12th
annual International Conference for Healthcare and Medical Students (ICHAMS)

through the various sponsorship options available this year. 

    ICHAMS is a student-run, undergraduate research conference taking place on February

9-11, 2023, which welcomes nearly 300 medical, pharmacy, physiotherapy and biomedical

science students annually from Ireland and over 30 countries worldwide. The conference

takes place at Ireland's largest medical school, the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

(RCSI), which ranked joint second globally for "Good Health and Wellbeing" in the Times

Higher Education University Impact Rankings 2021. This year, the theme of our conference

will be “Inspiring the Future of Healthcare” in honour of the growth and adaptation we

have experienced in healthcare in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

    Partners have supported ICHAMS since its inception into becoming the leading,

independent student-led medical conference in Europe. As such, we are seeking to

partner with conscientious businesses that are interested in supporting medical education

and research internationally. Engaging with ICHAMS has allowed partners to access a

worldwide audience and promote their brand to the next generation of healthcare

professionals. Developing such connections early on promotes loyalty amongst the

medical community and precipitates continuity of business in the future. We are

ambitious in our plans for ICHAMS 2023 and seek your support in contributing to the

professional development of students across the globe.

       Now more than ever, it is crucial that members of the medical community maintain

and develop collaborative relationships with colleagues and peers. The shared knowledge

and research, as well as the inspiration evoked during the conference, are essential in

continuing to facilitate growth and improvement in the provision of care in the medical

community. 

 

        We are pleased to detail the benefits that sponsors will avail of through ICHAMS 2023.

Your support of this year's conference will facilitate research motivation, scientific

collaboration, and will allow us to grow and reach our worldwide audience. We look

forward to exploring your interests and potential support for ICHAMS 2023. 

   

Best regards,  

Avneesh Sachdev, Divyeshz Sivakumar, and Gina Rizq
ICHAMS 2022/23 Sponsorship Officers, RCSI School of Medicine. 

 





Logos will be placed in order of highest sponsorship (largest size) to
lowest sponsorship amount (smallest size).

Logos will be placed in order of highest sponsorship amount (largest
size) to lowest (smallest size). Full pages, half pages and the back cover
are also available.

On the conference’s Facebook, Instagram (@ICHAMS_RCSI) and Twitter
@ICHAMS_RCSI) are made regularly to advertise the conference.
Separate posts of 1 paragraph can be made on one, several or all of our
social media platforms advertising your company.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS OF PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS

Website (www.ICHAMS.org): 

Conference Booklet:

Social Media posts: 

 
Please do not hesitate to contact us to discuss additional opportunities or any specific requirements you may have.
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